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Consumers desire superior customer value, which includes quality products and services that

competitively priced, convenient to purchase, delivered on time, and supported by excellent

customer service. Convenient to purchase means  :
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1. 2. 3. 4.

IMC has been described as one of the “new-generation” marketing approaches being used by

companies to better focus their efforts in ………………… relationships with customers and  other

stakeholders.

acquiring, modifying and continuing acquiring, retaining and developing

buying, keeping and developing buying, maintaining and outsourcing
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1. 2.

3. 4.

How companies can avoid duplication, take advantage of synergy among promotional tools, and

develop more efficient and effective marketing communications programs?

By increasing their marketing communications efforts  

By coordinating their marketing communications efforts

By coordinating their marketing unit to other units 

By mass customization in marketing programs
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1.

2.

3.

4.

Escalating price competition in many markets has resulted in marketers’ pouring more of their

promotional budgets into price promotions rather than media advertising. To escalate means :

To increase To continue  To change To market
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Integrated marketing communications over the past decade is that it plays a major role in the

process of developing and sustaining brand identity and equity. Sustaining means……………

decreasing     buying        selling keeping        
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of  choices below is exactly located in brand identity?

Logo, symbols, distribution, price, and performance of a product

Logo, symbols, promotion, price, and guarantee of a product

Logo, symbols, design, packaging, and performance of a product

Name, adverting  image, guarantee of a product, and performance of a company
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1.

2.

3.

4.

The basic tools used to accomplish an organization’s communication objectives are often referred

to as the..................

persuative mix promotional mix placement mix distribution mix
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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……………..  plays an important role in the purchase of many products and services, and advertising

is still recognized as one of the best ways to build a brand.

Brand identity Brand value Brand equity Brand image
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Traditionally, direct mail has been the primary medium for direct-response advertising, although

television and magazines have become increasingly important media. Primary medium means :

�
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Which item below  allows  for a back-and-forth flow of information whereby users can participate

in and modify the form and content of the information they receive in real time?

Interactive media Direct mail

Public relation Publicity

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Marketers offer sales promotion incentives such as coupons, contests, and sweepstakes online.

Incentives means :

actions motives efforts factors 

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Negative stories about a company and/or its products can be very damaging. To which below

items does this sentence refer?

Advertising Publicity Public relation telemarketing

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Which is correct about personal selling? 

Personal selling involves indirect contact between buyer and seller.

There is no flexibility in personal selling.

It can be considered as individualized communication.

It does not allows the seller to tailor the message to the customer’s specific needs or situation.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

The first step in the IMC planning process is to review the…………….

marketing plan and objectives market products

advertisements purchase habits

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Another aspect of the internal analysis is assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the firm or

the brand from an image perspective. To assess means :

To evaluate To monitor To tailor  To adopt

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The ……………focuses on factors such as characteristics of the firm’s customers, market segments,

positioning strategies, and competitors.

external analysis Internal analysis

Competitive Analysis Customer Analysis

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Message development involves determining the basic appeal and message the advertiser wishes

to convey to the target audience. To Convey means……………………….

$��� �%�& $��' (�'�� $��� )�*+ � $��� ������
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Which of below choices does refer to a creative strategy which involves determining the basic

appeal and message, the advertiser wishes to convey to the target audience?

Media strategy Message development

Concentrated strategy Positioning  

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A market can rarely be viewed as on large homogeneous group of customers; rather, it consists of

many heterogeneous groups, or segments. Heterogeneous group means in Persian :

$,��+� -��. ���/� -��. $�012�  -��. $�012 -��. 
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Which way IS NOT a way to achieve competitive advantage?

Spending more money Having quality products

Dominating channels of distribution Providing superior customer service

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

When you say: "more than 70 percent of our shoppers are women", actually what kind of

segmentation is discussed here? 

Demographic segmentation Geographical Segmentation

Psychographic segmentation Behavioristic Segmentation

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Which kind of segmentation strategies does not allow for variety or tailoring to specific needs?

positioning  Concentrated marketing    

Undifferentiated marketing  Differentiated marketing  

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

“We’re number two, so we try harder.” To which kind of positioning does this advertising massage

refer? 

Positioning by Product Class Positioning by Application

Positioning by Competitor Positioning by Price/Quality

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The…………..is often the consumer’s first exposure to the product, so it must make a favorable first

impression.

price package name advertisement
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The strong equity position a company and/or its brand enjoys is often reinforced through

advertising. To reinforce means in Persian :
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Product symbolism refers to …………………….

what a product or brand means to consumers and what they experience experiences in purchasing

and using it.

small brands that successfully compete with brands by appealing to a narrow segments of the

market.

brands that are owned and sold by a certain retailer of distributer.

an agreement between firms that require an equity investment on the part of each.

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The goal of a ………. is to create demand among consumers and encourage them to request the

product from the retailer.

promotional push strategy price push strategy

promotional pull strategy price pull strategy

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Selecting , managing and motivating intermediaries that help a firm make a product or service

available to customers is known as

………….. .

channel decision product decision

price decision promotion decision

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

By which system  producers and shippers can deliver the right product to the right location at the

right time?

Just-in-time (JIT) inventory Logistics 

Kaizen Strategic business planning 

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

CIF in international marketing is abbreviation of :

Cost, insurance, and freight Cost, income, and free trade

Cost, insurance, and free trade Commitment, insurance, and freight
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1. 2.

3. 4.
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